
3 Bed Property For 

Residential in Málaga

Estepona

€668,000
Ref: R3426178

aire acondicionado armarios empotrados cocina equipada

garaje jardín lavadero

obra nueva orientación oeste orientación sur

parking piscina
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Email: info@portugalhomes.com
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Property Description

These 8 wonderful villas are Inspired by the magnificient natural environment that surrounds them such as the wide golf 

course, the Beauty of the mountains and the glow of the Mediterranean Sea. The design is responsible and sustainable, 

making possible for beauty to flow and merge with the environment. They will be built with the best conditions for 

thermal insulation, thus achieving a clean and efficient energy consumption. These modern and contemporary stylye 

villas, are conceived to enjoy an open, bright and fully integrated ambience toghether with nature. The villa are 

distributed on 2 levels, all with 3 bedrooms and their individual bathrooms. Each bedroom has access to a private and 

covered terrace, thus extending the surface of each room with the exterior. Its magnificent location and the luxury of a 

fresh and modern design are the main elements that define this project. These villas offer an intimate, quiet, private, and 

excellently located home, especially for you. Together with your family, you can enjoy an exclusive lifestyle, designed to 

satisfy to all member. 
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Additional Details

Attributes

Status

Available

Land Area

143m2

Property Features

aire acondicionado armarios empotrados cocina equipada

garaje jardín lavadero

obra nueva orientación oeste orientación sur

parking piscina plaza garaje incluida

terraza ventanas climalit suelo mármol
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